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position of the body when the couple-moment is zero.    We easily
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Make the arc JOro = ^0» then the arc JVr0(? = ^>-^0 and r = ro sin JVoCr. As the body rotates about the axis OR, both M and ^0 move with it. When cf> — 00 = 0 or TT, the point NQ coincides with either P' or P ; the couple-moment vanishes and the system is equivalent to a single resultant. As the body is turned from either of these opposite positions through any angle the couple F increases and its magnitude varies as the sine of the angle of rotation. The couple reaches a maximum in either of the positions given by <p — <J>Q = ± ^TT and then decreases again. Thus there are in general two positions of the body in which the couple-moment F has a given value, and two more in which it has the same value with an opposite sign.
42. We may interpret this result in a slightly different manner. We may ascribe to each generator a certain couple-moment F peculiar to itself, which becomes the couple-moment when the body is so placed that that generator is a Poinsot's axis. Make If JV^ = MNQ -}- GP, then for any generator of the cylinder, say the one which passes through P, we have F = F0 sin N^P.
It will be useful to state this result in words. Through the line of action of R draw two planes, one passing through the two generators ivhose couple-moments are each zero, and the other arbitrary and cutting the cylinders in two other generators. If F be the couple-moment for these last two generators and % the angle between the planes, then F = rosin% where F0 is given by either of the forms in equation (8).
43. In what precedes it has been supposed that both the direction and the line of action of the principal force R are given in the body. In this case the body can only be rotated about Ox' as an axis. If the direction of R is not given, but only its line of action, the body can also be inverted by rotating it through two right angles about an axis perpendicular to Ox'. To avoid complicating the figure it will be more convenient to effect this last change by rotating the forces in the opposite direction, each about its point of application, so that the angles between their directions remain unaltered.
The effect of this inversion is easily seen to be, that the positive directions of xr and of one of the two y't zf are reversed. As it will be convenient that they should

